The NEW
Comfortline Excel
UPGRADED ANTICORROSIVE TECHNOLOGY, ENHANCED DESIGN, 5 YEAR WARRANTY!

HIGH PERFORMING OVERHEAD ELECTRIC HEATING FOR HARD-TO-HEAT AREAS
The European-made Comfortline Excel is an upgraded model of the Comfortline Original series
setting an even further refined standard for the quality and workmanship behind these high
temperature overhead heating panels. This new series of panels for both indoor and outdoor
applications reflects over two decades of manufacturing and design expertise and experience.
FEATURES & BENEFITS
 New 5 year warranty!
 Upgraded modern design with bevelled panel edges.
 Higher resistance against corrosion: The new model has two anticorrosive coatings that are
applied to metal sheet parts made from AluZinc. Connecting material is also made from the same
material and thus electrochemical reactions and the corrosion of parts is less likely to take place.
 Simplified Installation: The new model has been lengthened by 50 mm simplifying the connection
to the supply conductors. This provides more space for the electrical terminations and makes
the connection of the product to the supply conductors much easier. The terminals are also now
accessible from two sides after removing the cover, allowing for greater ease of installation.
 Extension of the non-heating part of the heating rod by 50mm: Allows it to extend as far as the
terminal compartment, thus eliminating the need to pass separate conductors from the heating
elements into the space containing the terminals.

To order your Comfortline Excel panels please call us on
1800 636 091 or email us on info@devexsystems.com.au and
one of our friendly staff with assist you!
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Excellence in Overhead Heating!
PRECISION COMFORT, LOW RUNNING COSTS AND EASY TO INSTALL!
The Comfortline Excel panels still have the same high level of heat emission as the Original series thanks
to their unique “silicating” treatment on the heating surface which increases the actual surface area,
ensuring the highest possible level of heat emission from the surface of each panel.
These panels are also packed with mineral wool insulation that reduces heat loss upwards making them
extremely efficient to run. This high level of insulation also aids in eliminating vibrations.
The new model has two anticorrosive coatings that are applied to metal sheet parts made from AluZinc.
Connecting pieces are also made from the same material and thus electrochemeical reactions and the
corrosion of parts is less like to occur.
Comfortline panels emit up to 10% more usable heat than similar panels on the market thanks to their
unique surface treatment. The radiant surface is designed in sections of naturally anodised aluminium,
set in a galvanised steel case for strength. The panels are powder-coated in off-white, giving them a
sleek and attractive modern appeal. Other colours are available by special order.
PRECISION COMFORT AND ECONOMY: Comfortline panels are offered with one, two or three
heating element panels. The higher output models with multiple elements can run independent of each
other giving greater control over the radiant heat output.
IMPRESSIVE LOW RUNNING COSTS: A single high capacity Comfortline panel costs about 60c/hour#
to run. A typical mushroom heater on bottled gas will cost five times that — up to $3.00/hour^.
INSTALLATION & MOUNTING: Installation is easy in new or existing buildings. You can mount the
panel directly overhead (brackets supplied), suspend or recess them. Comfortline is perfect for overhead
spaces as low as 2.4m, right up to 8m.
WARRANTY: 5 years
# Assumes Comfortline Excel 24 with electricity at 25c/kWhr
^ Assumes $25 refill for 9kg LPG bottle

Technical Data for Comfortline Excel Panels - Off-White

Total Output
Number of
Heating Panels
(W)
1
900
1
1,200
2
1,800
2
2,400
3
3,000
3
3,600

Model
C1E010
C1E020
C1E030
C1E040
C1E050
C1E060

Voltage

Dimensions (mm)

Weight (kg)

IP Rating

230/240V
230/240V
230/240V
230/240V
230/240V
230/240V

1,550 x 150 x 60
1,550 x 150 x 60
1,550 x 250 x 60
1,550 x 250 x 60
1,550 x 350 x 60
1,550 x 350 x 60

8.1kg
8.1kg
12.9kg
12.9kg
17.7kg
17.7kg

44
44
44
44
44
44

5 year warranty
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